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READY TO ROLL

SERVICE NOTES

According to statistics taken from the Government of Canada’s website, 
as of June 18, 24.6 million Canadians have received the first dose of the 
COVID-19 vaccine, and roughly 5.6 million have been fully vaccinated. 
These people represent just 16.4 per cent of our national population, a 
number that seems impossibly small, but it carries great weight. While in 

the early months of 2021 Canada was lagging behind in terms of its vaccine roll-
out, according to a recent article by Global News, nearly two months after posting 
an alarming 9,000 case record in a single day, we’ve managed to shrink our daily 
case count by 90 per cent.

Canada is now one of the most vaccinated countries in the world, with just over 
65 per cent of our population having received a single dose of an mRNA vaccine. In 
the coming weeks, accelerated second dose appointments will become available for 
those who meet specific criteria—after one very long year of uncertainty and after a 
rocky start to the first half of 2021, there is light at the end of the tunnel. 

On June 14, the province of Ontario lifted its stay-home order, and lockdown 
restrictions eased up. After months of staying home, people in the province finally 
had the opportunity to sit on a patio and raise a glass with friends they hadn’t seen 
(in-person at least) in close to one year. 

The end of June will mark exactly one-and-a-half years since the first COVID-19 
case was confirmed in Toronto. Across Canada, vaccinated Canadians everywhere 
have their eyes on the finish line. For some shop owners, though, 2020 may have 
proved to be enough. Our cover story this month takes a closer look at how 
franchising works, and why it could be a better option for those who are looking to 
retire, as opposed to selling or closing the business.

And, just in time for summer, many provinces, including Ontario and Quebec, 
have finally given the green light for interprovincial travel. It’s road trip season, and 
according to a recent study by the Tire and Rubber Association of Canada (TRAC), 
Canadians will be flocking to the roadways in droves, with 61 per 
cent of drivers reportedly planning a summer road trip or a 
drive to a vacation destination. Among younger drivers aged 
18 to 34 and 35 to 44, that number climbs to 70 per cent and 
72 per cent respectively.

Inside this issue, you’ll find a series of articles that illustrate 
everything from how to get ready for road trip season, new 
summer products, and even an exclusive interview with the 
CEO of a newly launched self-driving startup. 

Happy reading,

Christine Hogg
Editor, Jobber News

Let me know what you think.  
You can reach me at christine@turnkey.media
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LETTERS What’s on your mind?
We want to hear from you about anything you read in 

CARS magazine. Send your email to christine@turnkey.media

RE: TECH SHORTAGE CONTINUES TO 
WORSEN, NEW STUDY SAYS
I respect Brent's perspective however the whole industry 
shouldn't be painted with the same brush. I know many 
techs who are paid flat rate and do well by it. It is the 
tech's choice where they work first and foremost.  
I started in the trade as a dealer tech on flat rate. It took 
me a while to gain seniority to get the "good" jobs. I chose 
to leave it because I felt it bred short cuts to get the jobs 
done under the time. The auto trade is an excellent trade 
to be in. Vehicle technology demands a higher skill level 
for technicians, and this means higher wages and benefits. 
Techs who strive to be the best will enjoy our trade.  
I personally encourage anyone to become an auto  
service technician. 
Bob Ward 
Owner, St. Thomas Auto Guys

RE: ONTARIO GOVERNMENT 
ENACTS BILL 288 TO MODERNIZE 
& STREAMLINE APPRENTICESHIP 
TRAINING
It is great to see a renewed focus on skill trades. Now 
that many industries are relying on workers with laptop 
computer workdays, this not secured employment as 
these companies are competing on a global stage. In the 
future this kind of work can be done anywhere in the 
world. This type of model will accelerate in the quite 
near future. Now take skilled trades, computers can’t 
replace hands on work. If your good you will always have 
employment and earn a good wage. The trades have come 
a long way and are very high tech today so training and 
certification is key. Trades should have more importance’s 
in today’s society. Look at Holland, they encourage trades 
now all trades are professional and respected in that 
country. This encourages the right people to enter the 
trades knowing they will be respected and paid well.
Ciarán Lowe 
Reader, CARS magazine

RE: ONTARIO GOVERNMENT 
ENACTS BILL 288 TO MODERNIZE 
& STREAMLINE APPRENTICESHIP 
TRAINING
Although I’m a big supporter of the apprenticeship 
process here in Ontario I believe there are many issues 
and areas that require fixing. There should be more 
stringent testing along the way leading up to the C of 
Q. Once a license is obtained there should be periodic 
testing and possibly different levels of certification to help 
identify skills. The governing bodies should step up and 
regulate and monitor the compulsory trades to protect the 
people who are actually licensed. Until these things are 
done, I don’t believe we will ever move forward and be 
treated seriously as professionals. The current certification 
process is too much of a blanket coverage that allows sub-
par technicians to hide and denies qualified technicians 
the recognition they deserve.
Ian Carney 
Owner, Roly’s Service Station

RE: ONTARIO GOVERNMENT 
ENACTS BILL 288 TO MODERNIZE 
& STREAMLINE APPRENTICESHIP 
TRAINING
There is no question we need qualified trades people in 
our country. They should also be required to challenge 
a test through apprenticeship to full qualification. In the 
automotive portion, the learning and training should 
be ramped up close to or meeting what the training 
is in Great Britain [United Kingdom]. Once you have 
completed training there, machining and engineering are 
closely connected with the basic skills required in those 
areas, which makes sense. I encourage British Columbia 
to adapt somewhat the same idea that Ontario has, and 
increase the training in the auto industry.
David Gilmour 
Owner, BMC Motorworks, Ltd. 
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NEWS

FUTURE MODULAR EV PLATFORMS WILL BE 
FLEXIBLE AND MULTIFACETED, NEW REPORT SAYS

As the automotive industry converges 
toward connected, autonomous, shared, 
and electric (CASE) mobility, original 
equipment manufacturers are working 
on re-engineering their conventional 
platforms to accommodate electric 
vehicle (EV) components such as 
batteries and motors.

However, the industry's transition 
from a vehicle-centric to a service-centric 
approach necessitates the development 
of new digital platforms (software, back-
haul connectivity, and cloud). Frost & 
Sullivan's recent analysis finds that future 
modular EV platforms will be flexible and 
multifaceted, with various vehicle types 
and shapes built on a single program, 
saving OEMs the time, effort, and money 
required to launch new models. The 
study examines emerging market trends, 
platform development's collaborative 
approach, new business models for 
platforms, and growth opportunities.

"In the future, the automotive 

industry will not be restricted to 
traditional vehicle manufacturing 
methods, and sales will focus on 
building new downstream sources of 
revenue with an emphasis on the users 
instead of the vehicles," said Kamalesh 
Mohanarangam,Program Manager, 
Mobility Practice at Frost & Sullivan. 
"As the automotive industry shifts from 
the traditional pyramidal value chain to 
a flat value chain, mobility companies 
are sourcing chassis technology and 
platforms from third parties and 
integrating their technologies."

"Although the initial investment 
required to develop a dedicated, scalable 
platform is significantly high, the 
excessive flexibility this platform offers 
will offset this investment through 
economies of scale," Mohanarangam 
added. "Further, the amount of time, 
investment, and effort required to 
manufacture different battery electric 
vehicles (BEVs) on an EV platform is 

significantly less when compared to 
other platforms."

To overcome CASE-related challenges, 
industry participants must develop 
modular and flexible platforms to offer 
a number of models without significant 
investment. With electrification and 
autonomy gaining popularity, OEMs 
need to push purpose-built platforms  
for EV production to enable the  
seamless introduction of automation. 
Suppliers will need to expand their 
scope and focus on bringing in X-by-
wire systems for spacious cabins. They 
should ensure that fail-operational 
functionalities are built into the system 
to develop and offer products that 
address evolving hardware architecture 
and the software consolidation process. 
By developing end-to-end software 
platforms that are scalable and modular, 
OEMs can make resource sharing a 
reality, which will lower overall costs  
and add new capabilities.
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NEWS

STANDARD MOTOR PRODUCTS ACQUIRES TROMBETTA

Standard Motor Products, Inc. 
has acquired the capital stock of 
Trumpet Holdings, Inc., a Delaware 
corporation (more commonly known as 
“Trombetta”), for $108 million, subject 
to certain post-closing adjustments.

Trombetta is a worldwide leader in 
providing power switching and  
power management products to 
OE customers in various markets. 
Trombetta generates approximately 
$60 million in annual revenue, and has 
manufacturing facilities in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin, 
and Tijuana, Mexico, as well as a 
majority ownership in a joint venture in 
Wuxi, China.

SMP will fund the acquisition in cash 
through borrowings under its revolving 
credit facility. It is anticipated that the 
acquisition will be accretive to earnings 
in 2021.

Founded in 1932, Trombetta has a 
long history of supplying high-quality 
products to a broad group of blue-
chip OE customers across multiple 
commercial vehicle and off-highway 
channels, including heavy truck, 
construction, agricultural, electric 
vehicle and power sports markets. 
"This acquisition fits very well with 
our strategy to expand beyond our 
core aftermarket business into related 
markets, and is highly complementary 

with our recent Pollak acquisition,” said 
Eric Sills, Standard Motor Products’ 
Chief Executive Officer and President. 
“Trombetta’s product portfolio includes 
well-established electromechanical 
parts such as contactors and voltage 
regulators, along with cutting edge 
electronic components including 
various electronic controls and CAN 
bus-enabled devices. Importantly,  
few of Trombetta’s products are 
powertrain-related and thus are 
unaffected by the shift from internal 
combustion engines. We believe  
that in the future we will be able to  
leverage these technologies in our 
aftermarket business.”
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SCHAEFFLER & SIEMENS TEAM UP ON  
INTELLIGENT DIAGNOSTICS FOR DRIVE SYSTEMS
A new collaboration between Siemens 
and Schaeffler combines Siemens' IIoT 
platform Sidrive IQ with Schaeffler’s 
decades of experience and expertise in 
designing, manufacturing, and servicing 
bearings. In addition to developing 
a portfolio of condition monitoring 
solutions for operators, the automotive 
and industrial supplier Schaeffler is also 
working with OEM customers such as 
Siemens on joint offerings to increase the 
availability of machinery and equipment.

The collaboration between Siemens 
and Schaeffler combines Sidrive IQ – 
the digital platform for drive systems 
and solutions from Siemens – with 
Schaeffler’s decades of experience and 

expertise in designing, manufacturing, 
and servicing bearings. Sidrive IQ 
integrates a number of functionalities 
into one seamless solution and augments 
drive systems with AI-based analytics 
and digital content. For the customer, 
this means the ability to make better 
decisions when it comes to operation, 
maintenance, and maintenance measures 
for drive systems.

The integration of Schaeffler’s analysis 
service for automated bearing diagnostics 
in Sidrive IQ makes it possible to 
determine the bearing condition with 
greater certainty and precision. “This 
cooperation and automated exchange of 
algorithm-based diagnostic data is one of 

the first of its kind in the industrial  
IoT. It’s a great example of a new 
dimension of cooperation among 
established technology companies,”  
says Hermann Kleinod, CEO of  
Siemens Large Drives Applications.

With the help of well-founded insights 
and specific information, operators 
can quickly determine whether the 
drive system can continue to operate 
or whether, in the event of impending 
damage, the bearing needs to be replaced 
immediately or can wait for the next 
maintenance interval. This reduces 
maintenance effort and cost, and most 
importantly, unplanned and costly 
downtimes can be prevented.

Over 500,000 vehicle parts and products in inventory, all ready
for delivery: that’s over 500,000 good reasons to make us your
number one partner.  napacanada.com

“You need it, we’ve got it”.
That’s NAPA know-how

Over 500,000 vehicle parts and products in inventory, all ready
for delivery: that’s over 500,000 good reasons to make us your
number one partner.  napacanada.com

“You need it, we’ve got it”.
That’s NAPA know-how
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NEWS

AUTOCRYPT & 
SHIELD TEAM UP 
FOR ENHANCED 
ELECTRIC AND 
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE 
CYBERSECURITY
Electric vehicle and autonomous vehicle 
cybersecurity provider Autocrypt has 
partnered with the Shield Automotive 
Cybersecurity Centre of Excellence to 
prioritize research and development  
in securing connected and  
autonomous vehicles. 

As automotive technology evolves to 
become more autonomous and electrified, 
threats to the technology have seen 
exponential increase. Autocrypt focuses on 
raising awareness of the need to prioritize 
security, but also providing comprehensive 
security solutions to mitigate those risks. 

Autocrypt has secured more than 5,000 
kilometres of smart highways and roadways 
throughout the peninsula, winning C-ITS 
contracts for the entire nation. Its security 
operations center (SOC) provides complete 
security coverage of the internal vehicle 
system and V2X communications, the 
core technology allowing for seamless 
autonomous driving. By actively detecting 
and preventing unwanted access, Autocrypt 
offerings ensure a secure vehicular 
environment for electric, connected, and 
autonomous vehicles. Shield focuses on 
research and innovation of automotive 
cybersecurity technology as well as 
education and training for students and 
corporations to raise awareness for the need 
to prioritize cybersecurity preparedness. 

"The goals of Shield and Autocrypt 
align together exceptionally well," 
said Autocrypt's Director of Business 
Development, Sean HJ Cho. "This 
partnership will allow us to work more 
closely with the connected and autonomous 
vehicle security landscape in Canada, 
as the country advances in cutting-edge 
technologies for electric, connected, 
and autonomous vehicles and begins to 
implement necessary changes.”

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN FOR AAPEX 2021

Attendee registration is now open for 
AAPEX 2021, Tuesday, Nov. 2 through 
Thursday, Nov. 4, at the Sands Expo and 
Caesars Forum Conference Center in 
Las Vegas.

After a missed year, AAPEX 2021 
will reconnect business partners and 
peers in the automotive aftermarket, 
while continuing to be the premier 
event for innovative products, emerging 
technology, and technical and business 
management training.

This year’s event will include the new 
Repair Shop HQ on Level 1, an area 
dedicated to meeting the needs of service 
professionals. It will feature Joe’s Garage, a 
built-out shop on the show floor with eight 
bays for training and live demos, a new 
tire section, four new training theatres, and 
a Diagnostics/Telematics area. As part of 

this addition, the expanded Tool and 
Equipment section and the Mobile Heat 
Transfer/ Heating/Air Conditioning 
section will relocate to Level 1.

On Level 2, attendees will be 
introduced to Automotive Aftermarket 
Central, a showcase of products for 
service and repair professionals, 
retailers, and warehouse distributors 
to meet customer demand and keep 
cars on the road. Online attendee 
registration is $40 (U.S.) through Oct. 
8. The fee for registering by fax or mail 
is $65 (U.S.) through Oct. 8. Beginning 
Oct. 9, online and onsite registration 
will be $90 (U.S.), and $115 (U.S.) for 
fax or mail registrations. With AAPEX 
registration, buyers also can visit the 
SEMA Show taking place the same 
week in Las Vegas.

Front End Accessory Drive Kit
The Complete Solution

So everything in the auxiliary 
drive runs just as it should.
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BytheNumbers Stats that put the North American 
automotive aftermarket into perspective.

$47 million
The electric car market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 37.1 per cent 
from 2021 to 2028 to reach $1.9 trillion by 2028.

Electric Car Market, Global Opportunity Analysis and Industry Forecast (2021-2028)

Brown, Gibbons, Lang and Company

Ontario Newsroom (www.news.ontario.ca) 

$11.16 BILLION
The automotive parts aftermarket in US is expected to grow by USD 11.16 billion 

during 2021-2025, expanding at a CAGR of more than one per cent. Technavio

In the U.S., 75 per cent of aftermarket auto repair is performed 

by independent auto repair shops, while 25 per cent of the 

business lives with dealerships.

570
The number of new jobs expected to be created 

through the $10-million Ontario Automotive 

Modernization Program (O-AMP) which partners 

with small- and medium-sized automotive parts 

suppliers to invest in projects 

that support technology 

adoption and/or training 

in lean manufacturing.

Ontario News (www.news.ontario.ca) 

10
The number of Ontario colleges in 2021 that 

are offering automotive mechanic and repair 
programs, of which 26 programs are two 

years in length, and six are one year or less. 
OntarioColleges.ca 

62
The average age that automotive service 
technicians in Canada retire at, as of 2018. 
The median age of all automotive service 

technicians in Canada is 40.
Government of Canada, Job Bank

The amount that the Ontario government has pledged in 2021 and 2022 towards 

hiring more apprentices, improving the quality of their training, and helping them 

complete their training and certifications.

V12 Data

eCommerce is projected to grow 50 per cent 

year-over-year with sales approaching $18 

billion in 2021. BGL reports a 20 per cent 

compounded annual growth rate in aftermarket 

eCommerce from 2010 to present.

per cent50



Service... on demand!
The latest information on the automotive aftermarket.  
In one website.

www.AutoServiceWorld.com
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MARKETING FEATURE

By Whit Norrad

simple digital
marketing plan

S.M.A.R.T selling starts with a solid plan

for your local automotive business

How to create a 

As any business owner can attest, creating a strategic marketing plan is no 
easy feat. Do you wonder how to market yourself and your business to keep 
your customers buying from you while also promoting your shop for you?

Here, you’ll find an easy-to-use system that can help you uncover market 
opportunities, determine which marketing channels to use, and how to do so 
effectively to win more business. 

Determine Your True Goals 
Knowing what you want to achieve is the most integral part of any marketing 
plan, followed by knowing why. Based on your existing knowledge and market 
insight, you likely know best where your most relevant opportunities to grow 
your business are. 

The traditional S.M.A.R.T method of goal-setting is a great starting point 
for any marketing plan; set goals that are specific, measurable, achievable, 
relevant, and time-bound. Applying this methodology to your defined market 
opportunities will help you understand if they’re indeed goals that make sense to 
work towards, or if additional research is required before moving ahead. Vague 
goals are the enemy of success.

Understand Your Buyer Personas
Whether your business works directly with consumers or you’re a B2B supplier, 
knowing who specifically buys your products will help you uncover more buyers. 
Knowing their pain points, as well as how your unique selling proposition (what 
makes you better than the competition) can help solve those problems is key.



Based on the size of your market, number of direct competitors, and customer 
base, you may have an idea of your current market share. Choose to either find  
more customers like those your business already serves, or to begin serving new 
customers types. 

Customer types are often referred to as buyer personas, which are detailed 
descriptions of who the buyer is, what problems they face, their financials, decision-
making status, as well as other key details that determine if they’re a strong fit to buy 
from your business. Those that fit are referred to as “ideal personas,” while those that 
you don’t want to do business with are called “negative personas.” Make an effort to get 
as detailed as possible for both.

For example, you may sell parts direct-to-consumer in a busy city. It’s likely that there 
are customers in your market area that don’t yet work with you. Write down everything 
you know about these customers: where they are, what types of jobs they have, what their 
family status may be, what similarities they have to your existing customers, and how you 
can help them. This is the start to one of your ideal buyer personas.

Select Appropriate Marketing Channels
Armed with buyer personas, you’ll understand where you can find your ideal 
customers. Here are some channels to consider adding to your mix and when they  
may work best:
• LinkedIn organic and paid advertising: often best-suited for B2B applications, 

LinkedIn allows you to target ads and create sales lists by industry and job title
• Facebook organic posts, shopping, and advertising: best for B2C applications 

addressing the full funnel with compelling visuals and copywriting
• Leveraging your Google My Business page: take up more space on the first page of 

Google, while consistently sharing relevant posts and offers with potential customers
• Waze local advertising: a maps-based application that shows you on their maps 

when people are driving by or searching for what you offer
• Google Organic, SEO: the most underrated and underused method of reaching 

customers is content on your website via pages and blogs that addresses the steps of 
the buyer’s journey 

• Google Ads: both display (visual) and search (text-based) can reach far beyond 
almost any other paid advertising medium out there while addressing low-funnel 
users with high intent 

• Other social media platforms: Twitter, Spotify radio, Instagram, TikTok, and  
many more

• Traditional media types: television, billboards, print ads, etc.
There’s no one-size-fits all approach to choosing the right marketing and content-

sharing platforms. Those that will work well in one market may flop in another. Doing 
your research is critical.

Apply Your Marketing Channels to the Funnel Steps
The tried-and-true marketing funnel, or buyer’s journey, is a framework that takes 
unknowing customers to loyal buyers. Understanding how to best reach your desired 
buyers will look different for each step:
• Awareness: where could your customers see your brand? Billboards, Facebook 

posts, or local classifieds? Awareness is when the customer learns that your brand 
exists, and begins to learn a little bit more. This is when you need to insert your 
brand where they will see it without looking for it.

• Consideration & research: How can you provide value and educate your 
customers on the benefits your product and brand have to offer? Customers in 
this phase are researching where they can get the products they need and looking 
for answers to questions they have. Provide those answers with FAQ videos, 
blog posts, pages on your website, Google My Business posts, and other relevant 
content mediums.
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SCAN HERE TO 
SEE OUR GUIDE 

TOLL FREE: 1 800 263 5002

As Canadians navigate our new 
normal in the workplace, Wurth 
supports our Passion for Work 
by providing solutions to keep 
ourselves, our employees and our 
customers healthy and safe!

We can provide you with the necessary 
safety products, cleaning and disinfecting 
solutions, social distancing tools 
and more!!  Check out our full 
product guide here:

WÜRTH CANADA

IS HERE
FOR YOU

track record and tracking tools will 
set you on the right path.

• Test & optimize: don’t write a 
platform off because one campaign 
doesn’t work. Test campaigns with 
different images, messages, and at 
different funnel steps to see what 
resonates with your audience.
Wherever your business is, the 

right marketing plan can make sure 

you’re seen or forgotten. Ensure that 
you’re putting a focused effort into your 
marketing or are working with an agency 
that can do so for you.  

Whit Norrad
is the Director of Client Marketing Strategy at 
FlexDealer. Flex is the creative marketing 
agency that breathes life into your 
marketing, strategy, website, and advertising. 

Website: www.whitnorrad.com  
+ www.flexdealer.com

• Decision: What will make the 
customer choose your business and 
product? At the decision step, the 
customer has decided how they want 
to solve their problem, and likely what 
product they will use to do so. Make it 
easy to choose yours.

• Purchase: How can you make the 
purchase experience memorable, 
worth it, easy for the end user? Here, 
the customer is ready to complete 
the purchase. Ensure that it’s easy to 
buy from you with a user-friendly 
purchase process.

• Loyalty & post-purchase: What will 
make them choose you next time? 
Post-purchase, ensure that your 
follow-up actions will entice them to 
choose you again, as well as share their 
experience with others via reviews and 
word-of-mouth.

Test and Test Again
No marketing plan is perfect, and that’s 
why optimization is so important. Track 
each of your activities and expenses 
to understand their impact on your 
business. While there are steps of a 
marketing plan that are near-impossible 
to track, remembering the following tips 
will help you stay focused:
• Great marketing takes time: any new 

campaign or initiative needs time to 
stick. 

• Brand matters more than you think: 
knowing what makes you special 
makes all the difference.  
Tell the world!

• Strategic variety matters: customers 
are using more mediums than ever 
before—choose the channels that are 
the most relevant to your user base 
and stay focused on those. You don’t 
need to be on every single one.

• Learn what numbers matter to 
each campaign: with awareness 
campaigns, impressions are an 
important metric, with low-funnel 
campaigns, clicks and conversions 
matter more. The intangibles matter 
across all campaign types.

• Do your research and work with a 
trusted professional: there are many 
empty promises and “gurus” out there. 
Working with an agency with a proven 



retirement
The transmission industry has been active in North America since the 

1950s. In fact, many of today’s independent and franchised transmission 
shops got their start during that period. After many successful, long 
careers in the industry, some are ready for retirement.

While planning for retirement is a major milestone that many shop owners 
eventually look forward to, it’s the legacy of the shop and parting with the history 
surrounding it that can make the task challenging. In North America, there 
are approximately 6,625 transmission and driveline specialwty repair shops, 
with roughly 625 of them found in Canada. The owners of these transmission 
and specialty repair shops are experts in their field and are known in their 
community for being the go-to professionals who truly understand transmission 
and possess the skillset and finesse to repair and rebuild them. For that reason, 
simply closing up shop isn’t always a practical solution, as it could potentially 
sever a lifeline for those who rely on the shop’s specialty services.

“Most general repair shops can replace transmissions with new, rebuilt or 
used units, but most don’t repair or rebuild transmissions,” said Tony Kuczynski, 
President and CEO, Mister Transmission. “These service specialty transmission 
shops keep cars on the road longer and help reduce customer repair costs. Over 
half of the transmission problems that Mister Transmission corrects are minor 
repairs costing much less than a replacement or rebuilt transmission. For drivers 
trying to save money and keep driving – this is an important service.”

COVER STORY

Ready for
See how franchising can solve 
     the stress of selling your business

retirement?
By Christine Hogg

Are you a general 
repair shop but not a 

transmission specialist?

VISIT

WE CAN BE 
YOUR 

TRANSMISSION 
EXPERTS

We specialize in 
transmissions for all 

makes & models:
Manual, Automatic, 

CVT’s, Hybrids,
Import & Domestic

You still get to be the 
expert at keeping your

customers happy 



retirement
How does franchising work?
Mister Transmission is a franchisor that has been 
helping independent shops transition their 
independently owned shops into nationwide 
franchise networks since 1963. The company has 
56 locations across Canada and specializes in full 
transmission and driveline services and repairs, 
including new and rebuilt transmissions, 
four-wheel drive systems, clutch repair and 
replacement, and full computer diagnostics. 
Franchisors like Mister Transmission, 
with their history of quality repairs, 
expert service, outstanding warranty 
protection, and ongoing customer 
support from head office and fellow 
franchisees, can add additional 
value while offering long-term 
support to the business, making it 
more attractive to prospective buyers. 

Converting an independent shop 
into a Mister Transmission shop 
starts with an analysis of the existing 
shop’s inventory to identify where 
the capabilities of the independent 
shop’s staffing, tools and 
equipment, internal systems 
and workflow, and training. 
“Often, independent shops 
are well equipped with the 
latest shop tools and shop 
equipment, but anywhere 
we identify a gap, we add the 
required tools to ensure they 
are using the latest repair and 
diagnostic technology,” Kuczynski 
said. “As part of our program, all 
of our shops become members 
of the Automatic Transmission 
Rebuilder Association which provides 
excellent technical training and help  
line support.”

One of the first analysis Mister 
Transmission conducts is an overall 
assessment of the independent shop’s 
current staff, as diagnosing, repairing and 
rebuilding, and selling are critical success 
capabilities. “Where opportunities are 
found, Mister Transmission uses its 
Recruit, Train and Retain Strategy to 
enhance the current team,” Kuczynski 
said. “The Mister Transmission point of 
sale system is then installed, which helps 
to streamline the repair and communication 

See how franchising can solve 
     the stress of selling your business

Are you aware that 
Mister Transmission has
a proven track record 
helping independent 
transmission shop owners 
transition into retirement?

Are the challenges of
business ownership 
wearing you down?

Have you thought about
selling your business?

Have you wondered 
what your business is 
worth?

ATTENTION:
INDEPENDENT

TRANSMISSION SHOP
OWNER

WE WANT TO HEAR 
FROM YOU!

Are you thinking about 
stepping back from 
business ownership?
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process. New franchisees go through a training and onboarding 
program led by Mister Transmission Technology, Operations, 
Sales and Marketing Store Support Centre leaders. This training 
usually begins before the franchisee owns their store, as other 
Mister Transmission franchisees can add to the training and 
support of new franchisees.”

“Successful teams make successful businesses,” Kuczynski 
added. “A big part of what a new owner is buying is the 
transmission shop expertise which comes with the staff. With 
conversions, there is a significant effort put into onboarding, 
training, and retaining current staff – often also including the 
previous Independent owner on a full time, temporary full-time 
or part-time basis.”

Supporting a smooth transition
Mister Transmission currently has a Mister Transmission 
Advisory Committee (MAC) who support all franchisees, 
including new franchisees. The company also offers a joint 
venture program in which a franchisee candidate has a limited 
amount of capital but wants to work and earn their way into 
ownership. This usually involves buying a percentage of 
ownership in a corporate Mister Transmission store where they 
share a percentage of the profits and then use some of these 
profits to buy additional shares of the store. 

Kyle Poplawchuk is a new franchisee of Mister Transmission, 
who recently closed a deal on Mister Transmission’s store 
in Kanata, Ont. “As a new franchisee who is new to the 
transmission world, I was a little apprehensive about going 
all in on a transmission franchise,” Poplawchuk said. “Mister 
Transmission quickly put my mind at ease by offering support 

at multiple levels all along the way. They had an established 
training program that was tailored to accommodate my  
needs so that to the transition was as smooth as possible. I 
couldn't be happier and am looking forward to a great future 
with the franchise.”

Franchising gives independent shop owners the 
opportunity to keep their existing staff employed and 
ensure their business remains profitable for future investors. 
This comes as a relief to many sellers and buyers. Today, 
Mister Transmission is working closely with independent 
transmission repair facilities across the country to help them 
plan their exits, assisting them with getting their businesses 
ready when for when it’s time to sell. This can mean making 
sure financial reporting is up to date, ensuring that any 
leases have time and renewal options, and that key staff 
positions are filled. “This creates a win-win opportunity at 
the time of sale,” Kuczynski said. “The independent shop 
owner provides a great location, skilled technical staff, and 
the required specialty equipment, and franchisors like Mister 
Transmission provide a new owner or operator with strong 
brand awareness, the latest marketing programs, and best-in-
class systems and processes—along with initial training and 
other support required when the independent shop is sold 
and converted to a national franchise business.” 

One of Mister Transmission's newest franchisees, Kyle Poplawchuk  
and his team at the Mister Transmission in Kanata, Ont.

Mister Transmission, 
Lethbridge, A.B.

Mister Transmission, Burnaby, B.C.

Mister Transmission circa 1979 in Downsview, Ont. 
The shop is still in operation today.



500,000 jobs 
like hers are 
at risk
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A monopoly on personal data puts jobs and 
businesses in the automotive aftermarket at risk. 
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TRAC FEATURE

Get your customers

By Christine Hogg

Canadian drivers are set to hit the road in droves once COVID- related travel 
restrictions are lifted, according to a new Leger survey for the Tire and 
Rubber Association of Canada (TRAC). The survey found that 61 per cent of 
drivers are planning a summer road trip or a drive to a vacation destination. 

Among younger drivers aged 18 to 34 and 35 to 44, that number climbs to 70 per cent 
and 72 per cent respectively.

Not surprisingly, COVID-19 has had a major impact on summer driving 
intentions:
• 60 per cent of drivers say the restrictions imposed by the pandemic had a big 

influence on their decision to take a vacation involving driving this summer.
• 44 per cent of those not planning a road trip cite COVID fears as the reason, while 

24 per cent say their summer vacation plans do not involve driving and 17 per cent 
say they cannot afford a vacation because of pandemic-related financial hardship.

The findings also suggest a significant number of motorists neglected their 
tires during the pandemic. Almost two-in-ten drivers (18 per cent) say their tire 
pressures have not been checked at all in the past year. This percentage rises to 
25 per cent for drivers aged 18 to 34 and 27 per cent among those 35 to 44. Yet, 
despite these lapses in tire care, 95 per cent of drivers agree proper tire inflation is 
essential to vehicle safety. There is also high awareness that correct tire pressures 

save fuel (91 per cent) and protect the 
environment by lowering emissions  
(71 per cent).

TRAC research reveals a clear 
disconnect between understanding the 
importance of proper tire inflation and 
knowing how to ensure pressures are right. 

“Prolonged driving on chronically 
under-inflated tires can result in uneven 
tread wear, shortened tire life and, in 
extreme cases, tire failure,” said Michal 
Majernik, Communications Manager, 
Tire and Rubber Association of Canada. 
“Motorists also need to know that, 
when severe, under-inflation increases 
stopping distances and lessens vehicle 
stability, particularly when cornering. 
The bottom line: measuring tire inflation 
is a safe-driving essential.”

in five easy steps!According to a survey by TRAC, 25% of young 
drivers neglect to check their tire pressure

road trip ready
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Inverter 
cooling pumps

Need OE quality hybrid parts?
You’re headed in the right direction: www.continentalaftermarket.com 

Cooling fan 
assemblies

Hybrid battery 
cooling fans

HVAC blower 
motors
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Before your customers hit the road this 
summer, offer them these tips and best 
practices for a safe summer.

Top tire tips for a terrific summer
By learning a few simple tire inflation 
procedures and investing about 10 
minutes each month, drivers can ensure 
optimal tire performance, improve fuel 
economy, and protect the environment.

1) Measure tire pressure monthly
Find the recommended inflation 
pressure for your tires on the vehicle 
placard commonly located on the 
driver’s door post. If you cannot find 
it, check the owner’s manual for its 
location. Remember to only measure 
pressure when the tires are cold. If 
you have been driving more than two 
or three kilometres, wait three hours 
before measuring. Use a tire gauge when 
measuring pressure. Remove the cap 
from the valve stem, press the tire gauge 
onto the valve and take the pressure 
reading. Add air until the recommended 
air pressure is achieved. If you overfill the 
tire, release air by pushing on the metal 
stem in the centre of the valve, then re-
check the pressure.   

2) Don’t rely on TPMS
Many tire pressure monitoring systems 
(TPMS) will not light up unless tire 
pressure drops below 25 per cent of 
what it should be. These systems provide 
important protection, but they do not 
ensure your tires are delivering optimal 
performance and fuel economy. Drivers 
with TPMS should also measure their tire 
pressures monthly.

3) Measure tread depth 
Sufficient tread depth is what allows 
tires to grip rain-slicked road surfaces. 
When tread grooves become too worn 
to efficiently evacuate water away from 
the tire, the tire can lose traction. 
Keeping track of tread wear is also vital 
to making an informed decision on 
when to replace tires. The legal tread 
depth limit is 1.6 millimetres or 2/32s. 
Tire makers recommend drivers replace 

their tires before the legal limit of 
tread wear is reached to ensure their 
tires always have excellent stopping 
power. Drivers who are unsure if 
their tires have sufficient tread depth, 
should consult with their local tire 
professionals.

4) Rotate your tires
Make it a habit to have your tires 
rotated by a tire professional at the 
spring and fall changeover and  
have your vehicle’s tire alignment 
checked annually.

5) Always inspect your tires
Before heading out on a road trip, 
check for tire damage such as bulges 
and cracks. If there is visible wear and 
tear, or signs of underlying damage, 
address it before you hit the road. A 
tire maintenance study in 2019 found 

that only 11 per cent of drivers rely 
on visual inspections to determine if 
their tires are inflated properly (a tire 
can be underinflated by 20 per cent or 
more and still look normal).

“Tire maintenance is one of the 
simplest and fastest car care tasks 
drivers can perform to keep their 
vehicles and families safe on the 
road,” said Carol Hochu, president of 
TRAC. “Simple monthly tire pressure 
and tread checks, and visual tire 
inspection for tire damage such as 
cracks and bulges can provide drivers 
with peace of mind knowing their 
tires are in good working condition. 
Well-maintained tires provide drivers 
with maximum benefits when it 
comes to safety, fuel efficiency and 
longevity. We are all looking forward 
to that summer road trip, so let’s 
enjoy it safely.” 
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Help our publisher raise $5,000
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Publisher of CARS magazine and Jobber News, Peter Bulmer, is embarking on a 
50-kilometre run in support of the AIA High Fives For Kids Foundation.

Started in 2005, the AIA High Fives For Kids Foundation is a charitable 
cause that supports Canada’s automotive aftermarket community. Every year, 

the organization provides both grants and scholarships which support local or national 
registered charities that have programs for the benefit of children and youth. The 
High Fives for Kids Foundation is committed to building a prosperous future for the 
automotive aftermarket industry and for Canada as a whole.

As part of this commitment, funds are raised for scholarships through golf 
tournaments, reception dinners and other initiatives. In addition to the division 
scholarships, H5s4Ks will be offering other scholarships as well, all of which were 
created to benefit distinct groups of students and to encourage careers in the automotive 
aftermarket. There are currently four scholarships offered by the AIA High Fives For 
Kids Foundation: AIA Canada High Fives for Kids Scholarship ($1,000), The University 
of the Aftermarket Foundation (UofAF) Scholarship Program ($1,000), the Arthur 
Paulin Automotive Aftermarket Scholarship Program ($700), and the Divisions’ 
Scholarship Program. 

Most recently, The AIA High Fives For Kids Foundation has welcomed Tom Dunlop 
to the foundation’s board of directors. Dunlop’s appointment comes as long-time 
H5s4Ks advocate, Joe Mercanti, steps down from the foundation’s board as part of his 
retirement from the aftermarket industry.

For the past few years, numerous fundraising initiatives, through AIA’s members, 
have already raised more than $200,000 for the program.

“I was first introduced to AIA High Fives for Kids three years ago, and when I heard 
about the great charities that it was supporting across Canada, and the many kids’ lives 
that were affected and supported either directly or indirectly by this organization, I was 
touched,” Bulmer said.

Bulmer is accepting donations in several different ways, including opening corporate 
sponsorships for $500. Three spots have already been filled, and there is room for seven 
more, although everybody is welcome to donate. Bulmer is currently asking individuals 
to donate one dollar per kilometre ($50) and corporate sponsors to pledge $500 for the 

Photo: Jakob Owens – Unsplash

CARS magazine publisher commits to run 
for AIA High Fives For Kids Foundation
Peter Bulmer is embarking on a 50-kilometre run with a $5,000 fundraising goal

sponsorship. All funds raised will benefit 
the kids sponsored by AIA High Fives For 
Kids Foundation directly.

“In order to raise money for AIA’s 
High Fives for Kids, I will be running, 
walking, and in all probability, crawling 50 
kilometres on my birthday this year, which 
is September 18,” Bulmer said. Despite 
never running a marathon before, Bulmer 
says he initially picked up the sport as a 
reason to get outside in the early months of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. “I’m actually not 
a runner at all. I’ve never even run so much 
as an organized five kilometres,” Bulmer 
said. “It’s one of my least favorite activities, 
so I thought if at least some good can come 
from this self-torture, it should!”

Bulmer will begin his running route in 
Aurora, Ontario, and end the journey at 
Cherry Beach, in Toronto, Ontario.

Peter’s fundraiser ends on September 
30. To date, $1,500 has been raised of his 
initial $5,000 goal.

To support Peter and help him  
reach his fundraising goal, you can visit 
www.canadahelps.org/en/pages/50km-
run-for-high-fives-for-kids/.

Individual sponsorships are  
also accepted.

For corporate sponsorship details, 
please email peter@turnkey.media. 



Shannon TardiffYPA SPOTLIGHT
Young Professionals in the Aftermarket (YPA) is an organization with a mission to act as the 
voice and the resource for the young professionals in the automotive industry. To further its 
mandate of ensuring the future growth and prosperity of the industry, the YPA is pleased to 
introduce its YPA Spotlight Series where current members share their experiences, insights,  
and industry outlooks.

Name: Shannon Tardiff
Company: CSN Collision Centres
Title: General Manager, Field Operations, Eastern Canada
Years in the industry: 15

Did you always know that you wanted to work  
in the automotive aftermarket?
ST: When I left high school, I wanted to become a police officer. While 
attending post-secondary school, I was offered a job at the local Canadian 
Tire in the automotive parts department. An opportunity came about, and 
I was asked to be the office manager at a local Midas. We were extremely 
busy one day and the owner knew I liked working on vehicles with friends 
on the weekend. He asked if I would be able to put through a couple of oil 
changes to help. Two weeks later, I was signing up for the automotive service 
technician apprenticeship program. I completed the program and obtained 
my 310S license. Through a series of events, I was offered a position as a 
junior estimator at a collision centre. Since that time, I have performed just 
about every job that a collision centre has to offer.

How long have you been a member of the YPA?
ST: This is my first year being part of the YPA.

Have you ever had an industry mentor? If so, who, and why?
ST: I have had many mentors over the years but there are two that stand out: 
Karina Neves and Josh Strong. Karina taught me a lot about leading with 
passion and understanding the dynamics of a team, because she built strong 
teams around her by assessing her team and putting people in positions for 
them to excel. She let me make mistakes and then used it as an opportunity 
for growth. Josh taught me a lot about the automotive business. He led with 
confidence and always challenged me to step out of my comfort zone. 

Is there any advice you would give to someone who is just starting out, 
or looking to transition into the automotive aftermarket?
ST: If you are looking to transition into the industry, do it! There are so 
many opportunities and so many career paths. There really is something 
for everyone. If you are just starting out in the industry, my advice would be 
to act like a sponge. Listen attentively and ask a lot of questions. My second 
piece of advice would be to remain open to any opportunity for personal or 
professional growth, even if that means stepping outside of your comfort zone.
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Auto Service World: Conversations is Turnkey Media’s newest 
offering to our audience. Join us bi-weekly for insightful industry 
conversations with your peers, suppliers, and customers, to 
get a well-rounded and entertaining understanding of trends, 
problems, solutions... and sometimes just the lighter side.

You can subscribe to Auto Service World: Conversations  
on iTunes and Soundcloud to keep up to date on our podcast 
releases. If you like us, be sure to like and subscribe! It’s quick 
and easy for you, and makes a world of difference for us.
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BAYWATCH

Tablet aligner
Rotary’s new R1065 Mobile Tablet Aligner offers shops of all sizes an 
easy-to-use solution for performing wheel alignments. The tower-free 
alignment system requires no minimum bay size and comes on a portable, 
compact cart with sensor chargers built in, giving technicians maximum 
flexibility to perform wheel alignments anywhere in the shop. The system 
also features four-point wheel clamps and wireless measuring heads and is 
fast and easy to set up. The system is tablet-operated and Wi-Fi-enabled, 
requiring no additional computers.
www.rotarylift.com  

Lower ball joint
Mevotech has recently released a new TTX front lower ball joint (TXK9513) 
for Subaru applications from 2020 to 1989. TTX TXK9513 is engineered 
with the self-lubricating sintered metal Dynamic Control Bearing, a 
patented approach to managing the compression of the Belleville disc spring. 
Compression is optimized over the lifespan of the part, to create a tighter 
and longer-lasting assembly under all service conditions. Coated fasteners are included for 
a quick and complete install. Additionally, a flush-type grease adaptor, which mates to all 
standard grease guns, is included in the box for future re-lubrication service.
www.mevotech.com 

Troubleshooting guide
BBB Industries has released its Remy Rotating Electrical 
Troubleshooting Guide. The Troubleshooting Guide was 
developed to provide the professional technician and DIYer the 
proper information needed to identify and understand the key 
components to the starting and charging system. The guide can 

be downloaded free of charge.
www.RemyAutomotive.com/tsg21

ADAS calibration tool
The new John Bean Tru-Point advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) 
calibration tool features innovative software technology which allows for a 
single operator, saves time, and eliminates the need for extra training. Simple, 
real-time, and visual target placement instructions allow shops the ability to 
streamline the ADAS calibration process from beginning to end.
www.mytru-point.com 

Power steering filter
Plews & Edelmann has engineered a universal power 
steering filter that easily consolidates three filter part 
numbers into one groundbreaking SKU and delivers 
an advanced level of filtration designed to help 
shops protect their repair and significantly reduces 
warranty claims on pumps, racks, and gears. The new 

filter features interchangeable connectors for precise fitment and flow rates on 3/8", 1/2", 
and 5/8" ID power steering hoses. The new Edelmann Elite power steering filter package 
includes the filter, four additional connectors, and two stainless steel hose clamps. A 
countertop display pack, Part No. 70699CC, is also available for convenient POS display.
www.plews-edelmann.com/filter  

Power steering racks
PWR STEER 
Motion Control 
Systems now 
offers enhanced 
packaging for its 
fast-growing line 
of power steering racks and gear boxes. 
The reinforced packaging is engineered to 
the same standards as the parts it protects, 
providing excellent protection during 
shipping and handling. PWR’s robust 
packaging employs high-grade protective 
components that are often used to protect 
heavy, yet sensitive, electronic products. 
PWR’s packaging method and material 
protects critical parts like transfer tubes 
and tie-rods, contributing to further 
reduction in warranty rate.
www.pwrsteer.com  

OE lifter
Elgin has introduced 
Elgin Pro-Stock 
genuine original 
equipment valve 
lifter and guide 
assemblies for 
General Motors LS Series engines equipped 
with Active Fuel Management technology. 
Available now through leading engine 
parts distributors, these pre-assembled sets 
(#HLG-7011FRA) feature the same parts 
offered by GM, including two each of the 
AFM-equipped engine’s front and rear 
guides and lifters. All parts are marked for 
fast, easy installation.
www.elginind.com

AR app
The new John Bean Tru-Point Augmented 
Reality (AR) Experience app lets shop 
owners and service technicians explore the 
new Tru-Point advanced driver assistance 
system (ADAS) calibration tool. The app 
uses 3D functionality and AR to allow the 
user to experience the Tru-Point ADAS 
calibration tool in their shop before they 
make a purchase. Tru-Point can validate a 
vehicle’s alignment condition, automatically 
compensate for the levelness of the workshop 
floor and precisely perform calibrations 
according to OEM specifications.
www.mytru-point.com
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BAYWATCH

Air filter
Walmec North America has released the 5 Micron 
Compressed Air Filter. This two-stage filter is available 
in sizes with flow ranges of 15 SCFM to 250 SCFM, and 
pressure ratings of up to 250 PSI. The first stage filter 
knocks out all liquids, and particles of dirt, dust, rust, 
and scale.  The second stage filter removes remaining 
moisture, contaminants, and particles down to five 
microns. The 5 Micron Compressed Air Filter also comes 
with an automatic float drain and mounting brackets.
www.walmecna.com

GDI fuel pumps
GMB North America Inc. recently introduced 
12 new high-pressure gasoline direct injection 
(GDI) fuel pumps to its line of fuel pumps and 
related parts. These new part numbers cover 
more than12 million VIO for late model Ford, 
GM, Hyundai, Volkswagen, and other fitments. All 
GMB GDI pumps are strictly benchmarked directly with 
the OEM part to match both performance and durability.
www.gmb.net 

Press tool
Milwaukee Tool has introduced 
its first 4” capacity press tool with 
wireless reporting capabilities, remote 
tracking, management, and lockout. 
The M18 Force Logic Press Tool w/ One-Key is the industry’s 
smallest, most intelligent press tool. With an in-line design and 
brushless motor, this tool achieves more run-time per charge and 
faster cycle times while being significantly smaller and nearly 20 
per cent lighter than the leading competitor. In addition, this tool 
enhances the overall press connection experience by logging and 
uploading data from every press for retrieval via the One-Key 
desktop or mobile app. 
www.milwaukeetool.ca  

AC database cards
Robinair has released six new air conditioning 
(A/C) refrigerant capacity database cards – 
34001, 34002, 34411-L, 34412-F, 34413-D, 
and 34414-B, allowing technicians to confirm 
A/C system charge capacities directly from 

their Robinair machine. The new database cards make it seamless to 
access crucial information needed to ensure the vehicle systems are 
charged with the correct amount of oil and refrigerant, per factory 
and OEM specifications.  Collectively, the new database cards cover 
make and model years from 1997 to 2020 for R-134a systems and 
2013 – 2020 for R-1234yf systems.

Tire tread reader
Snap-on Total Shop Solutions’ new 
TreadReader handheld mobile scanner 
does not require an internet connection to 
perform a complete tire scan. Using the TSS 
TreadReader is a simple three-step process: 
just enter the license plate or VIN number 
of the vehicle, scan each tire, and then view 
the scan details. When the scan is complete, a summary screen is 
presented, showing 3D details of the scanned tires, including accurate 
tread depth and information about the tire’s condition.
www.TreadReader.com 

Ball joint kit
OTC has released two new ball joint 
kits that provide coverage for a range 
of vehicle models, the OTC CA7149 
Starter and the CA6630 Professional 
Ball Joint Connected Adapter Kits. 
Both kits boast an extra-large 9” x 
2-3/4” C-frame for use on cars, trucks, 
and SUVs from a Honda Civic up to 
an F-550 and weighs just 10 pounds. The starter kit includes seven 
connected cups and adapters for use on more than 235 vehicle models, 
while the professional kit includes 25 connected adapters, covering 
more than 600 vehicle models.
www.otctools.com 

Lube
Rislone’s new Hy-per Lube Zinc ZDDP supplement 
protects against friction and wear in a wide range 
of vehicles with gasoline or diesel powertrains. The 
product is a petroleum oil performance “booster” 
that combines ZDDP (zinc dialkyldithiophosphate), 
phosphorous extreme pressure agents, and mixed 
esters to enhance regular motor oil and turn it into 
a high-performance lubricant that protects internal 
engine components. 
www.rislone.com/ca

LED headlight bulbs
Lumileds has launched its 
advanced line of Philips 
X-tremeUltinon LED Headlight 
Bulbs and fog light bulbs. 
These one-piece headlights are 
noticeably whiter and brighter than standard headlights, and they 
deliver a powerful, arctic white light with a color temperature of up to 
5800 K. Safe beam technology creates a uniform and accurate beam 
pattern with the right cutoff point to reduce nighttime glare.
www.lumileds.com
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Single sensor program
Standard Motor Products has enhanced 
TPMS product line with the all-new Quik 
Sensor Multi-Frequency Single Sensor 
program. The new multi-frequency 
TPMS sensor combines 314.9, 315, and 
433/434 MHz applications into one single 
SKU, eliminating a duplication of customer inventory. The new 
program offers many benefits, including factory-installed rubber 
valve stems, longer battery life, and faster programming times.
www.StandardTPMS.com

Arm puller set
OTC has released the 6701 Pitman arm puller set, 
which allows technicians to remove the Pitman 
arm from the steering gear without the need to 
remove major steering system components. This set 
contains three Pitman arm pullers for a wide range 
of applications on 1993 and later GM, Ford, Dodge and Jeep models. 
The product includes the OTC 8150 conical pitman arm puller, 6496 
compact pitman arm puller and 6497 super-duty pitman arm puller. 
www.OTCtools.com 
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LiDAR sensor
LeddarTech has released a robust, cost-effective 
2-D solid-state LiDAR sensor, based on the 
Leddar M16 2D flash LiDAR module. The 
Leddar Sight uses flash illumination to accurately detect objects in 
its field of view. Tested for shock and vibration to meet the most 
demanding commercial and industrial applications requirements, 
Leddar Sight features a weatherproof casing (IP67/IP69 rated) that 
resists dust ingress, immersion, and pressurized water streams. 
www.leddartech.com

Upper front control arms
Mevotech has released its first-to-market 
Supreme front upper control arms. Mevotech 
Supreme front upper control arms CMS251235 
and CMS251236 feature an enhanced stamping profile, featuring 
additional bracing on key areas of the frame to increase assembly 
strength and rigidity. The ball joint is engineered with greaseable 
self-lubricating sintered metal bearings to optimize performance and 
increase part durability under all service conditions.
www.mevotech.com
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On theRoad

After a long year of virtual conferences and tradeshows, 
the 30th annual MAC Tools Tool Fair took place at the 
Gaylord Palms in Orlando, Florida from June 3 to 5. The 
most recent in-person Tool Fair was held in February 
2020 at the Gaylord Rockies in Aurora, Colorado. 

More than 650 franchisees and 85 vendors took part 
in the expo, and the total attendance exceeded 2,000 
people, including guests, employees, and suppliers. 

“MAC Tools was proud to host the 30th annual Tool 
Fair at the Gaylord Palms in Orlando,” said Phillip Cox, 
President of MAC Tools. “Tool Fair is geared towards 
our valued franchisees with a focus on connectivity, 
training and new products.”

New this year, the company showcased more than 
200 new products and completed more than 20 hours of 
training. Over the course of three days, MAC associates 
and suppliers were stationed at their booths to see 
distributors and guests. Strategic supplier meetings also 
took place throughout the expo, making this event a 
very interactive and informative one for all. 

MAC Tools hosts most successful expo to date
30th annual MAC Tools Tool Fair sees 2,000-person turnout

Due to COVID-19 restrictions between states, 
and across North America, some distributors also 
participated in the tool fair remotely via Zoom and 
virtual tours and demonstrations, where they were  
able to share the latest products and information  
with guests. 

More than 1,000 distributors ordered product 
during the expo, with Canadian distributors leading 
the way, making this year’s tool fair the most 
successful to date in terms of sales volume. An 
additional $100,000 in prizes were given away at the 
event, including a lease on a Corvette, Silverado, Can 
Am Spyder, and ATV.

“Tool Fair 2021 could be considered our biggest 
success yet, given our accomplishments as a team,  
and the remarkable performance of our business  
over the last 16 months. Tool Fair is MAC Strong,” 
Cox concluded.

Tool Fair 2022 will be held in Nashville, Tennessee. 
Exact dates will be announced later this year.
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